
THE ACT OF PLAGIARISM IN THE SELFIE PHOTOGRAPH OF DAVID

SLATER WITH THE FAMOUS MONKEY NARUTO

Monkey selfie photographer says he's broke: 'I'm thinking of dog walking' David Slater could not afford the air fare to San
Francisco to attend the hearing on Wednesday. The photographs became popular, and Slater said that he earned a
â€œIn the world of Naruto, is there legitimacy and illegitimacy?.

After all, PETA took a settlement that was advantageous to them and one where Naruto was not a party. Slater
added details to how the photo was taken, discussing his role in setting up the photograph. These are questions
that admittedly fall beyond the scope of this post as well as my analytical abilities. Unbeknownst to Naruto,
this picture soon became the reason for a lawsuit that not only lasted several years, but also became
monumental in shaping the contours of copyright law, internationally. Nor can he afford to replace his broken
camera equipment, or pay the attorney who has been defending him since the crested black macaque sued him
in , and is exploring other ways to earn an income. The judgment available here makes for a terrific read.
Among the points of contention were whether Peta has a close enough relationship to Naruto to represent it in
court, the value of providing written notice of a copyright claim to a community of macaques, and whether
Naruto is actually harmed by not being recognized as a copyright-holder. In doing so, it upheld the decision of
the District Judge and discussed some of the pressing questions of law that arose as a result of the dispute.
Englehardt appealed the order to dismiss the case in March and oral arguments in the case were heard by the
Ninth Circuit this July. Peta appealed to the ninth circuit court of appeals, which heard oral arguments on
Wednesday. A judge ruled against Peta in , saying that animals were not covered by the Copyright Act. In
January , Northern California federal judge William Orrick entered an order granting a motion to dismiss the
case to the defendant Slater. No copyright questions were answered nor were any new answers on animal
personhood. PETA, then, appealed this dismissal before the 9th Circuit appeals court. In a July interview with
The Guardian, Slater outlined just how difficult things had gotten. David Slater could not afford the air fare to
San Francisco to attend the hearing on Wednesday. As such, according to PETA, by publishing the images,
had committed copyright infringement. He is a single person, a freelancer trying to get by. It was an attempt to
both further the cause of animal personhood and to gain publicity for both PETA and its cause. Instead, they
announced, they were going to rule on it. Earlier this month, it announced it was not dismissing the case
despite the settlement and both sides requesting it. However, I do believe that the observations of the court on
these questions are important â€” even if only in the interest of jurisprudence. The plaintiffs argued that
Naruto is the author of the monkey selfie and has the right to own and benefit from the copyright to that photo.
Our readers may go over the same for a recap. Still, unlike the PETA lawsuit, that case, if it were to happen,
would be addressing some interesting and important areas of copyright law. While these struggles are familiar
to any freelancer myself included , PETA has undoubtedly exasperated them. According to Slater , he was in
Indonesia photographing the endangered animals when one of them, Naruto, managed to get ahold of his
camera and start snapping photos. Other animal rights groups, such as the Animal Legal Defense Fund have
accepted this as legal fact for well over a decade. But the images became the subject of a complicated legal
dispute in , when Slater asked the blog Techdirt and Wikipedia to stop using them without permission. He
writes about technology and innovation. Since the copyright act does not have a specific clause that gives
animals standing, there was no reason to believe Naruto, even with PETA acting as his next friend, could have
standing. Other sites followed suit and soon the image was being shared openly. The U.


